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CONCEPT 

FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NATIONAL BORDER POLICE SERVICE 

FOR THE PERIOD 2001-2004 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The process of Euro-integration of the Republic of Bulgaria has produced the 
necessity for substantial changes in the institutional building of those 
structures that have direct impact on border control. Therefore, in 1998 the 
National Border Police Service (NBPS) adopted a package of programme 
documents (A Concept for the Development of NBPS and a Programme until 
2005), which entirely changed the features of the Service. 
 
Since the beginning of 1998 the stress has been put on the institutional 
building of a modern border police in the context of the EU standards and 
requirements. 
 
Meanwhile, the increasing importance of the thorough introduction of the 
Schengen System for border management has placed new standards and 
additional requirements for the Bulgarian border control. 
 
The harmonisation with the EU norms and standards imposed an overall 
reform of the Border Police which urged for the adoption of new legislation, 
demilitarisation and professionalisation of staff as well as modernisation of 
the equipment used for State Border guard and control.  
 
The dynamics of the Euro-integration developments, the structural reform 
carried out so far and the substantial changes in legislation in the area of 
Justice and Home Affairs impose an update of the Concept and the Service 
Development Programme. 

 
 

OBJECTIVE  
 

The objective of the present document is to present a renewed, rational and 
balanced concept for the activity of NBPS for a period of four years which will 
be entirely directed towards strengthening the border management.  
 
On these grounds an updated programme for the adoption of new legislative 
basis, operational development and modernisation will be prepared. Provided 



that adequate finance and staff are available, the Programme will contribute 
to the rapid increase of the operational capacity of the Border Police. 



 
ANALYSIS OF THE CURRENT SITUATION 

 
 

The institutional building of NBPS started with the adoption of Ministry of 
Interior Act in December 1997. For less than three years the Border Police 
developed into a specialised guarding, operational-and-search police service 
at the MOI for State Border guard and border regime control. NBPS operates 
within the border zone, border checkpoint areas, at the international airports 
and ports, the internal sea waters, territorial sea, adjacent zones, continental 
shelf, the Bulgarian section of the Danube river and the rest border 
waterways and basins. 
 
The current structure of NBPS includes a Directorate with ten main 
departments and 13 Regional Border Sectors. The BP Directorate supervises 
and controls 28 border-crossing checkpoints (BCCP). The new types of 
cross-border crime produced the necessity for establishing new structural 
units at the Border Police to counter these. The aim is to establish an 
adequate system for effective counteraction based on “the mirror principle”.  
 
From institutional point of view the Border Police has entirely changed 
bearing in mind the role of a military structure it played in the past within the 
MOI. The new philosophy is realised by preparation of projects for new 
legislation, establishment of new structures and introduction of modern 
techniques and operational standards.  
 
In this respect there has been made substantial progress, which is a 
prerequisite for strengthened administrative capacity. Despite that, the 
Service feels a great necessity for substantial investment for modernisation 
and replacement of the existing equipment. Great portion of the existing 
equipment is obsolete, in some cases it is inappropriate and its maintenance 
is costy.  
 
It should be underlined that the elaboration of the present document is in 
conformity with the level of cross-border crime, the increased migration 
pressure to the country, the illegal trafficking of persons and weapons, drugs 
smuggling as well as the wide range of forms and methods of illegal 
migration. 
 

Legislative Framework for the border control 
 

The legal basis for state border guard activities and border regime control 
includes: 

 



• The Ministry of Interior Act and the regulations on its implementation, 
which clearly defines the functions, bodies and powers of the National 
Border Police Service (NBPS – MOI);  



• Penalty Code (PC), which incriminates the illegal border crossing, the 
illegal trafficking of persons, documentation related crimes, etc.; 

• Foreigners Act, which determines the rules and terms on the entry, stay 
and departure from Bulgaria of the foreign citizens as well as their rights 
and obligations; 

• Regulations on the Implementation of the Foreigners Act, which 
determines the rules and terms on the entry, stay and departure from 
Bulgaria of foreign citizens.  

• The Law on sea areas, inner water roads and ports of the Republic of 
Bulgaria, which determines the legal regime for the sea areas, where R 
Bulgaria exercises its sovereignty, jurisdiction and control.  

• The Law on Civil Aircraft. 
• Ordinance No. 17 on the terms and rules that warrant civil aircraft security. 
• The Refugees Act, which determines terms and rules for granting refugee 

status, the rights and obligations of the refugees as well as the state 
bodies and their competence in view of the protection of refugees in the 
Republic of Bulgaria. 

• The Bulgarian Identity Documents Act, which settles the terms and rules 
for issuance, use and preservation of the Bulgarian identity documents for 
Bulgarian and foreign citizens.  

• Decree of the Council of Ministers No. 213/15.05.1997, which adopts the 
Ordinances on border-crossing checkpoints. The latter sets out border-
crossing checkpoint organisation, activity and management in the Republic 
of Bulgaria and provides for the establishment of Interagency Council on 
border-crossing checkpoint issues; 

• Decree of the Council of Ministers No. 70/27.03.1998 for the adoption of 
regulations for the structure and activity of the Interagency Council on 
border-crossing checkpoint issues. That body is subordinate to the 
Bulgarian Council of Ministers. It co-ordinates at national level the overall 
activity within border checkpoint areas. 

• Decree of the Council of Ministers No. 35/25.02.1999 by which Ordinances 
on the terms and system for visa issuance performed by the diplomatic 
and consular services of Republic of Bulgaria.  

 
The legal regulations for border management belong to the latest Bulgarian 
legislation. There has been a trend towards incorporating all the aspects of 
the border control aimed at the adoption of a unified normative act that shall 
settle all the legal issues referring to the organisation status, the interaction 
and methodology for implementation of the border guard and control. 
 
The objective analysis shows that border management regime in Bulgaria has 
been strengthened to a substantial extent since the start of the reform in 
1997. 



 
OBJECTIVES AND PRIORITIES 

 
Border management is a key element in the National Programme for adoption 
of the EU Acquis owing to the fact that EU continuously sets higher 
requirements in the area of combat against cross-border crime which is 
reflected in the Annual Reports of the Council and the EU Commission. 
 
Border issues are multi-faceted. Therefore, it is particularly important to 
analyse the effect of the enhanced border management performed jointly with 
the neighbouring countries.   
 
Major importance is given to the EU future external borders. In addition, the 
stress is to be put on those sections of the State Border, which are 
considered a focus point for most border regime infringements. The latter 
gives proof to the need for substantial strengthening of the Black Sea border 
and the Bulgarian-Turkish border. The same principle applies to the borders 
with Romania, Macedonia and Serbia.  
 
Given the existing financial circumstances an Overall Programme could not 
be elaborated. Therefore, defining priorities in the current document is of 
greater importance for the actual implementation of the Concept. 

 
THE MAJOR OBJECTIVE of the Border Police for the next four-year 
period is the elaboration and establishment of modern border 
management so as to guarantee the preservation and optimisation of 
the operational capacity, while in transition from a military type service 
to a modern police structure, in compliance with the EU standards and 
requirements. 

 
THE PRIORITIES of the Service include counteraction against: 

 
• Illegal migration through the State Border in all its forms,  
• Smuggling of people,  
• Trafficking in human beings for the purpose of sexual exploitation, 
• Use of false or forged documents or documents with untrue contents 

for crossing the State Border, and  
• Cross-border crime. 
 

Parallelly, control on motor vehicles, freights and dangerous materials is 
carried out. In addition, checks on the Bulgarian and foreign ships and 
airborne craft, as well as all the measures for interception of the cross-border 
crime, corruption, etc. are executed within the general preventive function. 



The clear definition of tasks and obligations shall guarantee the increase in 
the border control effectiveness.  
 
 

SERVICE RESTRUCTURING 
 
An important precondition for the establishment of an European type border 
police service is the introduction of the best practices of the leading Member 
States.  
 
The approved projects for 2000 under Phare Programme – Modernising the 
equipment at the Bugarian-Turkish border and Strengthening control at the 
Bulgarian Black Sea Border – contribute to the institutional reform as well.  
 
An essential element is the implementation of the ‘99 Project under Phare 
Programme – more particularly Twinning Covenant 01 “Institutional 
Strengthening of the Border Police” between MOI of the Republic of Bulgaria 
and the Federal Ministry of Interior of the Federal Republic of Germany 
concluded for a two-year period.  
 
It envisages elaboration of a Draft Border Guard Act as well as projects 
for subsequent normative acts. The development of projects for further 
harmonisation of the existing Agreements with Greece, regarding 
border security with the EU Acquis as well as the elaboration of 
international agreements aimed to improve the security of the borders 
with Romania, Serbia, Macedonia and Turkey are necessary steps. 
 
The cross-border police co-operation is to be set in compliance with the 
Agreement on the Implementation of the Schengen Agreement, 
especially with regard to the establishment of joint contact teams 
between the relevant bodies in the neighbouring countries. In view of 
the above, the methods for operational interaction of the Border Police 
are to be aligned with the EU best practices. 
 
Therefore, restructuring is of crucial importance when planning the future 
activity of NBPS and defining the priorities. 

 
 

TRAINING 
 
 

Training of the staff of Border Police is an essential element in the 
improvement of the administrative capacity of the Service. 



To that end, a Specialised Training and Qualification Centre for Border Police 
was established. It functions in compliance with the European standards and 
is a result of the implementation of Covenant 02 between the Bulgarian MOI 
and the Federal Ministry of Interior of the Federal Republic of Germany. 

 
In order to achieve the objectives set, a new organisation of the training 
process is required as well as elaboration of new educational Acquis-oriented 
programmes; tutorial training for implementing the new study programmes 
and acquaintance with the experience of the leading EU Member States. 
Parallel to that, foreign language preparation of the staff is to be improved. 
 
There are three areas, which require continuous training: 

 
• Training for each type of equipment to be provided; 
• Training for system analysts; 
• Management training. 
 

The total investment required for training and technical assistance amounts to 
approximately 2 million BGL till 2006, whereas about 85 % of that are to be 
provided by 2004. 



EQUIPMENT 
 

А) Mobility 
 

The main type required here is a standard patrol vehicle capable of 
performing routine all-terrain and all-weather conditions patrolling. There are 
two other types, which include vehicles adjusted for mounting of surveillance 
and communication systems or repeaters as well as those with capacity for 
transporting additional staff in case of emergency or mobile maintenance 
units. 

 
The total investment required for vehicles is estimated to approximately 4 
million BGL till 2006, whereas about 100 % of that are to be provided by 
2004. 
 

 
B) Surveillance 

 
The need for additional equipment for continuous surveillance in all weather 
conditions is an integral element of the Concept. The available equipment is 
so scarce and of such poor quality that is entirely unusable.  
 
In order to achieve optimal surveillance introduction of various systems is 
required. Thermal Image systems, image magnification, radar and night 
vision goggles are supplementary technical solutions to the problems related 
to identification of individuals or groups of people within the border zone. 

 
The total investment required for surveillance equipment is estimated to 
approximately 4.5 million BGL till 2006, whereas about 75 % of that are to be 
provided by 2004. 
 
В) Communications, information and geo-information systems 

 
1. Communications 

 
The provision of a modern, effective and secure communication system is a 
prerequisite for trusty and steady border management. The system should 
have both horizontal and vertical structure and provide the user with capacity 
to act in various topographical conditions.  
 
The communication system should include mobile and fixed radio stations, 
amplifiers, personal portable radio stations and related hardware and 
software packages for the regional operational command, control and 
communication centres.  



The incorporation of GPS systems and digital maps obviously has greater 
importance in view of their utility. 
 
Therefore, the most appropriate system for the Border Police is the TETRA 
system. Following its construction and introduction at RBS – Svilengrad it will 
be capable of operating at national level and will facilitate the possible 
integration in the communications of other users, including police, emergency 
teams and national crisis management agencies. 

 
2. Information system 

 
The information system of border control is practically built in and covers all 
Regional Border Sectors and border-crossing checkpoints. The improvement 
and optimisation of the automated information funds is a guarantee for 
effective border control. On that basis a national information system by 
analogy with the SIS will be established.  

 
3. Geo-information system 

 
In connection with the new structure of NBPS, new organisation of the geo-
information activity should be introduced by means of establishing database 
and topographical fund as well as by alignment of all measurements and 
mappings with the new unified European co-ordination system. 

 
The total investment required for communication and information equipment 
is estimated to approximately 50 million BGL till 2006, whereas about 50 % of 
that are to be provided by 2004. 

 
 

C) Tactical support 
 

Due to the increasing intensity of border operations and the fact that small 
groups of officers are acting with no support or adequate maintenance, the 
supply of appropriate personal equipment for self-protection and protection 
against foul-weather conditions is extremely important.  

 
The total investment required for tactical equipment is estimated to 
approximately 2.5 million BGL till 2006, whereas about 85 % of that are to be 
provided by 2004. 
 
D) Equipment for border-crossing checkpoint control 

 
The technical provision of the border-crossing checkpoints is aimed at 
reducing the time for border crossing.  



Priority should be given to the execution of passport and visa control, 
checking of vehicles, goods and freights, checking of Bulgarian and foreign 
ships and aircraft, all the other activities aimed at ceasing cross-border crime, 
corruption, smuggling as well as counteraction against illegal migration.   
 
Parallel to that a laboratory and a file catalogue should be established in 
order to improve the effectiveness of counteraction and detection of false, 
forged documents or such with false contents. 

 
The total investment required for equipment for border checkpoint control is 
estimated to approximately 5 million BGL till 2006 , whereas about 75 % of 
that are to be provided by 2004. 
 

 
Е) Maritime equipment 

 
The Bulgarian Black Sea border is one of the most vulnerable border regions 
and undoubtedly requires higher level of investment as compared to other 
regions due to the cost of the equipment needed for the management of that 
border. 
 
In order to attain a maritime border under entire surveillance the Border 
Police has to deploy vessels, land-based radar and aircraft surveillance. 
Currently, only limited deployment of ships is possible as well as an 
acceptable coverage by land-based radars (absence of aircraft). 
 
Therefore, an improvement in the situation requires high investment and 
balanced deployment of the equipment. There is a need for enhanced 
deployment of vessels of about 150-200 tonnes with a 10-day autonomy for 
actions in the sea areas of the Republic of Bulgaria as well as smaller vessels 
of approximately 50 tonnes for patrolling the inner and territorial waters. All 
the vessels require modern communication ship-to-shore systems, 
surveillance systems and maritime radar systems.  
 
The total investment required for maritime equipment is estimated to 
approximately 60 million BGL till 2006, whereas about 85 % of that are to be 
provided by 2004. 
 

F) Infrastructure 
 

For the effective implementation of its tasks and functions the Border Police 
needs an adequate infrastructure: physical – buildings and logistical  - means, 
supporting certain activities. 



Two main infrastructure projects are needed for strengthening the operational 
functions at the maritime border for the time during which the present 
Concept is in force.  
 
The first one envisages selection and rebuilding of an autonomous port 
facility in the region of Bourgas to ensure logistics and overall activities of the 
ships.  
 
The second project envisages the establishment of a new Operational Centre 
for the maritime region. It will control all the equipment, radar stations for 
surveillance for supra-water situation and inland operations. 
 
As to the means supporting certain activities there are two requirements.  
The first requirement results from the need for establishing a central depot for 
maintenance and repair at regional level. The second requirement concerns 
the modernisation of the administration at the Border Police Directorate as 
well as at the regional sectors, in particular - full computerisation.  

 
The total investment required for infrastructure is estimated to approximately 
20 million BGL till 2006, whereas about 85 % of that are to be provided by 
2004. 
 

 
The means indicated as financial support for the National Border Police 
Service are in compliance with the planned budget costs and the multi-annual 
Strategy of the Service for realisation of the investment projects under the 
Phare Programme of the European Commission.  
 

________________________ 
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